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News of the Congregation

Mazel tov to:
1 Gail & Jeff Thrope on the birth of their granddaughter Charlotte Elaine Thrope

Condolences to: 
1 Karen Levin on the passing of her father, Eli Lenter
1 Rich Feldman on the passing of his mother, Adele Feldman
1 Candace McCabe on the passing of her mother, Judith Greenstein
1 Sam Levin on the passing of his mother, Betty Levin

Shabbat Services

Friday, January 1, 8:00 pm 
Friday, January 8, 8:00 pm 
Friday, January 15, 8:00 pm
Friday, January 22, 8:00 pm 
Friday, January 29, 8:00 pm 
Friday, February 5, 8:00 pm
Friday, February 12, 8:00 pm 
Friday, February 19, 8:00 pm 
Friday, February 26, 8:00 pm 

Weekly Torah Portions

Jan 1  Vayechi  17 Tevet  Genesis 47:28-50:26 
Jan 8  Shemot  24 Tevet  Exodus 1:1-6:1  
Jan 15 Va’era  2 Shevat  Exodus 6:2-9:35  
Jan 22 Bo  9 Shevat  Exodus 10:1-13:16 
Jan 29 Beshalach 16 Shevat  Exodus 13:17-17:16 
Feb 5  Yitro  23 Shevat Exodus 18:1-20:23 
Feb 12 Mishpatim 30 Shevat Exodus 21:1-24:18 
Feb 19 Terumah 7 Adar   Exodus 25:1-27:19 
Feb 26 Tetzaveh 14 Adar   Exodus 27:20-30:10  
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Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf

Purim, the Jewish holiday during 
which we wear masks, is around the 
corner. Many of you have wonderful 
memories of Purim festivals past at PJC. 
There have been some crazy costumes, 
tasty beverages of ALL kinds, and many, 
many over-the-top Purim spiels in our 
sweet community. One memory that I 
have gone back to again and again was 
last year’s Purim spiel at PJC. It is hard 
to believe, but that was the last time 
our community was together in person. 
Schools were closed just days later and 
safe-at-home orders were put into  
place soon after. Our world was turned 
upside down. 

The book of Esther tells the story of 
a world turned upside down. The king’s 
first edict is to call for drinking with 
“No restrictions!” This is not how leaders 
should lead. Soon after, when his wife 
Vashti won’t appear at his command, 
he issues another edict that his advisors 
think will ensure that “all wives will treat 
their husbands with respect, high and 
low alike.” This is not how to ensure a 
woman will follow her husband’s lead. 
(As if all women could be compelled to 
“behave” in a certain way by an edict!)  
When he calls for a beauty pageant to 
find his next wife, the king’s eunuch is 
appointed the guardian of women. This 
is not who we might imagine would be 
standing guard for the “innocent maid-
ens” who have gathered to impress the 
king (their gathering a detail of the story 
which is also quite ridiculous). 

Of course, the list of topsy-turvy 
turns in the Purim story continues. We 
know the next part of the story well: 

Even though Jews do not bow down to 
anyone but God, Haman, the king’s top 
advisor, expected the Jews to bow down 
to him. When Mordecai would not bow 
down to Haman, Haman “plotted to 
do away with all the Jews, Mordecai’s 
people, throughout the kingdom.” And, 
the biggest twist of all in this megillah 
may be when the pur -- the lot -- was 
cast that determined the day that Haman 
would convince the king that it was “not 
in Your Majesty’s interest to tolerate the 
Jews.” When the people of Shushan hear 
of the King’s decree that all Jews will be 
“destroyed, massacred and exterminated . 
. . on a single day,” the text says that they 
are “dumbfounded.” In her commentary 
on the book of Esther, Adele Berlin ex-
plains that the expression, that the people 
were dumbfounded, is a literary indicator 
signaling how shocking the decree was.” 

For the last year, as the Covid 19 pan-
demic has continued, so many of us have 
felt as the people of Shushan once did: 
dumbfounded. How could it be that life 
as we once knew it could change in an 
instant? Last year, we thought that wear-
ing masks was reserved for one day of the 
year (or two if you include Halloween!). 
Today, we don’t leave the house without 
wearing a mask or having one in our 
pocket. I don’t need to list all the ways 
our lives have changed over the last year 
because of the pandemic. It has touched 
every aspect of our lives, from how we 
work to how we go to school to how we 
shop for our necessities, from how we 
celebrate to how we mourn to how we do 
(or don’t) spend time with the people we 
love. Too many people have gotten sick, 

too many  
people have 
died. Noth- 
ing has been 
left un-
touched by 
this tragic 
turn. 

Today, as 
I am writing 
this, first responders are receiving their 
first dose of the vaccine. I pray that by 
the time our newsletter arrives in your 
mailboxes, thousands upon thousands 
of people will have also been vaccinated. 
These will be the first steps to turning 
our world right side up again. In the 
meantime, I will always be grateful that 
we have had each other to lean upon 
during this unique time in history. That’s 
what being part of a synagogue com-
munity is all about: showing up for and 
supporting one another. We have all done 
that so beautifully for our PJC family 
this year. While we may be able to see 
the light at the end of the tunnel, we still 
have a ways to go before we reach it. As 
we continue to wear our masks, may we 
reach the day soon when our towns and 
cities ring with “joyous cries,” as there 
was in Shushan when the king’s edict 
was overturned. And may we once again 
“enjoy light and gladness, happiness and 
honor,” (Esther 8:16) and feasts and holi-
days celebrated in person once again.
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Co-President Mark Meltzer

Mark Meltzer

For the first 12 years of my life, I lived 
in the East New York section of Brook-
lyn. We lived in a two family house; my 
family upstairs and my grandparents 
downstairs. It was quite nice sharing a 
house with my grandparents and seeing 
them everyday. I learned much from my 
grandparents about the importance of 
life, love and family. I also learned to eat 
some very delicious eastern European 
foods. I was sad when we moved away 
from my grandparents.

When I was  8 years old, my parents 
decided to send me to Hebrew school. 
Although I don’t have any hard evidence 
to this fact, I believe the motivation for 
the choice of Hebrew school was the 
price. I was enrolled at the New Lots 
Talmud Torah - an orthodox synagogue 
which was a few blocks from my house. 
I was required to attend Hebrew school 
four days a week after school and Sunday 
mornings. Shabbat morning services 
were mandatory. The New Lots Talmud 
Torah kept me very busy. I wore tzitzits 
everyday and listened to intimidating 
old, gray- bearded men teach me Hebrew, 
history, declpline and compliance with 
Jewish laws and tradition. It was a very 
tough time for me. My family was not 
religious, not kosher and they didn’t at-
tend weekly services. I feared the teachers 
in Hebrew school and thought they were 
the voice of God. The thought of not do-
ing what was instructed would certainly 
lead to dire consequences and created a 
huge amount of anxiety for me. There 
were arguments with my mother as I told 
her she needed to change her shopping 

routine, get rid of all the non-kosher food 
and get a second set of dishes. I guess 
my mother was not interested in hearing  
from her 8 year old son about how to run 
her house. She didn’t make the requested 
changes. I feared the old gray-bearded 
men in the New Lots Talmud Torah 
more than I feared my parents. 

I didn’t know what to do.
I spoke to my grandmother who I 

trusted to help me with this conflict. 
I shared my concerns and fears and 
my questions about religion. She was 
empathetic, sweet and shared a piece of 
advice that has stayed with me ever since. 
“Mark, you should take from religion 
as much as you need and the needs will 
change throughout your life. Don’t let 
anyone tell you how religious you should 
be. It is your decision!” We met with my 
mother, reached an acceptable compro-
mise, put the role of the Hebrew school 
teachers into perspective, and from that 
day forward, I had a different mind set 
about Hebrew school. It was a place to 
learn and choose my level of compliance. 
I no longer feared the gray-bearded teach-
ers, as I knew I had my grandmother in 
my corner. It was a significant learning 
experience for me.

Sixty years later, I remember her ad-
vice and have thought many times about 
how right she was and how my need for 
religion has changed throughout my life. 
I found the need for religion to be great-
est at times of great happiness and great 
sorrow. At other times, I would describe 
my needs for religion to be moderate. 

Sixteen years ago, Fredda and I found 

Port Jew-
ish Center. 
PJC  was a 
perfect fit 
and met our 
needs for the 
combination 
of religion, 
flexibility  
and community. PJC’s religious  
rules were guiding principles.The details 
of how you deal with these principles 
were  “based on how much you needed.” 
Individual choices were respected and 
you were not judged. This quality of 
Port Jewish Center is what makes us so 
special. 

Two and a half years ago, Fredda and 
I became grandparents for the first time 
to a beautiful little girl (Rose). Since that 
time, I have been thinking often about 
my grandmother and all she taught me 
about life, love, family and religion. We 
had a baby naming for Rose at PJC. We 
celebrate all the Jewish holidays with her 
and our family. She sings “Shabbat Sha-
lom,” spins the dreidel and looks for the 
afikoman. I wonder if one day she will 
ask me, “Poppy, how much religion do I 
need?” I will answer, “Rose, you should 
take from religion as much as you need.” 
And, because I am acutely aware of fami-
ly dynamics, I will also say,  “Rose, make 
sure you ask your parents as well.”
     Happy New Year to all my PJC fam-
ily. I look forward to seeing all of you in 
person sometime soon.

You Should Take From Religion As Much As You Need
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Lauren Chizner

Religious School Director

Happy New Year! I hope that 2021 
is a better one than 2020. We begin our 
year virtually as we patiently (or not so 
patiently) wait for life as we remember 
it to return. It is very fitting that our 
Religious School year begins focusing on 
the Jewish value of Achrayut (responsi-
bility). Judaism places a strong emphasis 
on our responsibility rather than our 
rights. Achrayut implies action and not 
simply feeling. Our students will focus 
on learning what they need to do and feel 
and do in relation to their responsibility 
to one another, to the community and to 
the world. We teach our students to “not 
stand idly by” but instead stand up for 
one another and be proactive in fixing 
the world.

How appropriate that we will be 
focusing on the value of Acharayut at 
the same time that the United States will 
be receiving the vaccine for Coronavirus. 
We learn in the Talmud that “Kol Yisrael 

Arevim Zeh Bazeh” (“All of Israel is 
responsible for one another”). We all have 
a shared responsilbity of protecting one 
another and helping to make the world a 
better place. I am thinking that, over the 
next few months, we will hear story after 
story of the difference that this vaccine 
is making in the world and helping us 
return to one another. This will lead 
to some interesting conversations and 
debates with our students. 

We will also be celebrating the holiday 
of Tu B’shevat the end of January. While 
this holiday is the Birthday of the Trees 
it also celebrates and recognizes our role 
in caring for the world. In Genesis, after 
God created the first human beings and 
showed them the trees and all of creation, 
God said, “Look at my works! See how 
beautiful they are—how excellent. For 
your sake I created them all. See to it that 
you do not spoil and destroy My world; 
for if you do, there will be no one else 

to repair it.” 
We are the 
caretakers of 
the earth.  
This month, 
we will spend 
time with  
our students  
discussing ways that  
they feel they take care of the earth. We 
will look at our achrayut to protect our 
environment and what we can do to help. 

Each of our grades will learn about 
achrayut through a different lens. Our 
goal is to inspire our students to lead a 
Jewish life that emphasizes a responsibil-
ity to oneself, one’s community and the 
world. Wishing you all a Happy New 
Year and here’s to a great year ahead!
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Advertising Opportunity 

Do you have a business or service you would like to advertise in this newsletter? Display your business card in the PJC  
newsletter for one year. Fees: $75 for members, $125 for non-members. Contact Cindy in the office at 944-7202. 
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 Donations

General Fund

In memory of Adele Feldman 
Fredda & Mark Meltzer

In memory of Adele Feldman, mother of 
Rich Feldman, In honor of the birth of 
Charlotte Elaine, daughter of Erin and 
Jason Thrope and granddaughter of Gail 
and Jeff Thrope 
Kathy & Steve Bernhard

In support of PJC and our garden 
Marvin & Ellen Makofsky

 
 
Observing the yahrzeit of Beatrice  
Sperber, In honor of my husband’s  
birthday 
Elyse Lemonda

Observing the yahrzeit of Sy Charney, 
Mazel tov on the birth of Charlotte 
Elaine Thrope, granddaughter of Gail & 
Jeff, In memory of Adele Feldman 
Joan Charney

 
 

Sanctuary Renewal Campaign 
 
In memory of Susan & Richard Luria
Amy Luria & Jake Nissenbaum 
 
Rabbi's Discretionary Fund 

In memory of Adele Feldman, mother  
of Rich (Linda), grandmother of  
Carly & Noah
Arlene & Joe Labenson

In support of PJC
Karen Levin & Ira Lustbader

Additional High Holy Day Campaign Donations

Members:
Linda & Rich Feldman
Jon & Robin Helfat
Stuart Herman & Sarah Hogenauer
Arlene & Joe Labenson
Ellen & Marvin Makofsky
Herb & Bayla Lovens
Hillary & Jay Beberman
Janice & Gary Zeltzer
Karen Quesada & Dick Silverman
Tina & Avery Fuchs
Mina Bobek
Roberta & Michael Cooperman
Rochelle Potak & Michael Ellegaard
Frann Ziskin
Stuart Johnson
Merrill Moccio
Linda Berman & James Koo 

    Lisa & Rob Alpert
 

 
 

     
    Yvonne & Adam Cohen

Angie & Steve Klemes
Rachel Weiselberg & Matt Pagano 

    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

     
    Non-Members :

Bonnie & Joel Liederman
Barry & Sherry Mendelson
Malcolm Robinson
Roger Rosenblum
Renee Solomon
Jacob & Vera Woolf
Jacques Barber
Jordana Cohen & Jason Klazmer
Martha & Robert Klein
Lenore & Robert Bronstein
Sarah Walzer & John Barrett
Barbara & Larry Stern
Beth & Bryon Epstein
Steve Blumenthal
Baile Jaffee
David Kellman
Susan Krochmal
Carole Altman

Thank you to those who contributed to our High Holy Day campaign:
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January Yahrtzeits

To be read January 1
1/1 William R. Pabst Jr.  Father of Sarah Hogenauer

To be read January 8
1/5 Jacob Belofsky   Father of Bayla Lovens
1/5 Robert Silverstein  Father of Deborah Silberg
1/6 *Allen Goldberger  Brother-in-law of Stuart Morgenstern
1/6 Bertha Strauss   Mother-in-law of Evelyn Strauss
1/7 Lillian Garfinkel   Sister-in-law of Jerry Halm

To be read January 15
1/10 Ruth P. Lorber   Stepmother of Daniel Lorber
1/11 Mayme Low   Grandmother of Corbey Hyman
1/11 *Hyman Polonsky  Grandfather of Bert Brodsky
1/11 Sy Solomon   Father of Nancy Solomon
 

    To be read January 22
1/16 Charles Sperber   Grandfather of Elyse Lemonda
1/16 Stella Appel   Mother of Marsha Appel
1/17 *Hilda Polonsky   Grandmother of Bert Brodsky
1/18 *Edith Goldberger  Mother-in-law of Stuart Morgenstern
1/19 Sophia Orlowski   Mother of Steven Orlowski

To be read January 29
1/24 *Anna Brodsky   Mother of Bert Brodsky
1/25 Sadye Feldhun   Mother of Mina Bobek
1/25 *Irving Brodsky   Father of Bert Brodsky
1/25 Leslie Burns   Father of Barbara Lemyre, Grandfather of Stefanie Seidner
1/26 Estelle Kashdan   Aunt of Arlene Wasserman
1/27 *Irene Morgenstern  Mother of Stuart Morgenstern
1/28 Elsa Strauss   Mother of Stan Strauss
1/29 Lester Kohs   Father of Daniel Kohs

Remember a Loved One

Our Memorial Board is a way of remembering loved ones and  keeping them in our minds when we are in the sanctuary,  
particularly during the month in which a yahrzeit falls. A plaque on our memorial board is a beautiful tribute to a blessed memory.

Please contact Cindy for more information.
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February Yahrtzeits

To be read February 5
1/30 Mark Potak   Brother of Rochelle Potak
1/31 Jack Wasserman   Father of Daniel Wasserman
2/1 *Samuel Morgenstern  Father of Stuart Morgenstern
2/1 Shirley Adams   Sister of Barbara Becker
2/2 Deborah Potak   Aunt of Rochelle Potak
2/3 *Nate Bernhard   Father of Steven Bernhard
2/3 Ernst Strauss   Father of Stan Strauss
2/3 *Elayne Zabelin   Mother of Deborah Miraglia
2/4 *Ruth Federlein   Mother of Jerry Federlein
2/4 *Max Isaacs   Grandfather of Muriel Brodsky
2/4 Sylvia Makofsky   Mother of Marvin Makofsky
2/5 Ralph Gebel   Uncle of Stephanie Silverstein

To be read February 12
2/6 Ann DeBruin   Mother of Lisa Alpert
2/6 Rabbi Solomon Friedland  Father of Judy Sofen
2/7 Edythe Lucks   Mother of Stuart Lucks
2/10 Jack Klemes   Father of Steve Klemes
2/10 Richard A. Luria   Father of Amy Luria
2/10 Lauri Strauss   Daughter of Evelyn Strauss, sister of Julie Safran

To be read February 19
2/19 Etta Charney   Mother-in-law of Joan Charney
2/19 Beatrice Horton   Aunt of Sandy Hyman

To be read February 26
2/22 Eric Seidner   Son of Barbara Lemyre, brother of Stefanie Seidner
2/23 Miriam (Bula) Mayer  Aunt of Jerry Federlein
2/24 Meyer Cook   Stepfather of Daniel Lorber
2/24 *Miriam Tekulsky  Grandmother of Kathy Bernhard

To be read March 5
2/28 Mel Wallick   Father of Larry Wallick
2/28 Samuel Greene   Father of Michele Greene

Zichronam livrachah.
May their memories 

be a blessing 
for us all.

*Asterisks indicate that a loved one has been permanently memorialized with a plaque in the temple sanctuary.  
If you are interested in acquiring a plaque for your loved one, please contact the PJC office.
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Happy Birthday to Us —January and February Birthdays

1/1 Arnie Sucher
1/4 Nancy Federlein
1/8 Aaron Orlick
1/10 Stephanie Silverstein
1/10 Carly Feldman
1/11 Hudson Goldson
1/12 Michelle Fried
1/13 David Cohen
1/14 Brandon Schultz
1/14 Robin Helfat
1/14 Paige Annabel Silverstein

1/18 Herb Lovens
1/23 Ellen Makofsky
1/25 Matthew Kepke
1/27 Michael Cooperman
1/29 Noah Kepke
1/30 Susanne Pugliesi
1/30 Daniel Wallick
1/31 Arlene Wasserman
2/2 Steven Bernhard
2/4 Jacob Lenter
2/6 Elyse Lemonda

2/10 Emma Levin
2/10 Jamie Lenter
2/14 Avery Fuchs
2/15 Hillary Beberman
2/15 Dax Scharfstein
2/15 Muriel Brodsky
2/17 Joan Charney
2/21 Gail Thrope
2/21 Rachel Silberg
2/22 Sarafae Lucks
2/25 Elena Karnsomtob
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Port Jewish Center Organization

PJC office hours:
Monday 12:30-6:30 pm, Wednesday and Friday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Port Jewish Center newsletter submission deadline is the 10th of the month prior to publication. 
Newsletter Editor: Susan Rosenberg 
Please send all submissions to: susanmrosenberg1@gmail.com 
20 Manorhaven Boulevard Port Washington, New York 11050, 516-944-7202 
 
Clergy And Staff  
Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf | rabbi@portjewishcenter.org  
Lauren Chizner, Religious School Director | school@portjewishcenter.org  
Cindy Ellner, Office Manager | info@portjewishcenter.org  
Laurie Ellis, Bookkeeper | bookkeeper@portjewishcenter.org  
Marcelo Fernandez, Custodian  
PARTY (formerly PJCY) Advisor | party@portjewishcenter.org  
 
Officers  
Co-Presidents: Mark Meltzer & Jay Beberman | president@portjewishcenter.org 
1st Vice President: Ilise Tow-Friedman 
2nd Vice President: Adam Lenter 
Treasurer: Matt Kepke | treasurer@portjewishcenter.org 
Recording Secretary: Cheryl Littman
Corresponding Secretary: Allison Roditi Josephs 
 
Board Of Trustees  
Linda Feldman
Sarah Hogenauer
Amy Luria
Merrill Moccio
Deborah Silberg 

Donna Berman, Rabbi Emerita 
 
Extended Family 
 
Do you know of a PJC member who is ill? Going through a difficult time? A death in the family? Please let us know so we can 
reach out. Call one of the following: 
Rabbi Alysa Mendelson Graf 516-944-7202* or rabbi@portjewishcenter.org 
*select option 8 and follow the instructions to page the rabbi 
Co-Presidents: Mark Meltzer: mam811@aol.com or Jay Beberman: president@portjewishcenter.org  
Or caring@portjewishcenter.org 



Port Jewish Center 
20 Manorhaven, Blvd. 
Port Washington, NY 11050

Upcoming Events 
 
Lunch & Learn         An Evening of Laughs, with Alan Zweibel 
Tuesdays at 12:00      Tuesday, February 23 at 8:00 pm 
                   
Book Club         Purim 
Wednesday, January 13 & February 10    Thrusday, February 25 at 6:30 pm 
Internal book group meeting 3 pm 
Author talk 8 pm         
             
Thursday Lunch & Learn  (see page 12)           
January 7, February 4, March 4, April 18, May 6 & June 3


